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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Product Turntables Arqspin.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC

        The user manual for the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Lighting & Studio  -  Tabletop Shooting  -  Product Turntables.
        


        The Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography Turntable with Software and Lifetime Basic Service Plan is a complete 360° product photography system. It includes a 24" turntable and a lifetime license for Arqspin's web-based software and service solution for adding interactive 360° product views to your website. The lifetime Basic Service Plan lets you store an unlimited number of "spins" on Arqspin's servers and allows for 10,000 spin views per month.
 
 The 24" motorized turntable supports up to 300 lb and makes one full rotation once every 35 seconds. The large 24" diameter platform size makes the turntable suitable for use with mannequins or even live models. Once your subject is ready, all you need to do is capture video using a camera you already own, upload it to the Arqspin servers using the web uploader, and then get back a "spin" to embed in your website. You can even do it all from your smartphone using the free app for iOS and Android. Once uploaded, your videos are converted into interactive spins ready for embedding.
 
 The embedded viewer works on any web-browser enabled device, as well as iOS and Android mobile devices. For applications that require the use of Flash technology for external embeds, a Flash viewer can be used instead of the default HTML embed code. A browser-based video editor lets you make adjustments such as crop and color balance without the need of additional software. Because spins are stored on Arqspin's servers, you can access and manage them at anytime and from anywhere, as well as view analytic data to see how many views your spins are getting.        
      
	        
        If you own a Arqspin product turntables and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC:
 	 Weight Capacity 	 300 lb (136 kg) 
	 Rotational Speed 	 35 seconds per rotation 
	 Power 	 110 VAC plug 
	 Dimensions 	 23.5" diameter x 4" height (59.7 cm diameter x 10.2 cm height) 
	 Weight 	 Approx. 21 lb (9.5 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 23.4 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 25.9 x 25.7 x 6.535" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new product turntables, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Arqspin users keep a unique electronic library
        for Arqspin product turntabless,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the product turntables.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Arqspin service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC. User manuals are also
        available on the Arqspin website under Lighting & Studio  -  Tabletop Shooting  -  Product Turntables.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Arqspin 24" Motorized Photography ARQB24IN110V/ARQBASIC - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 
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